
CHAIRMAN'S ANNUAL REPORT 2014

(presented at the fourth AGM)

In this my fourth Report to the Association’s AGM, I am pleased to be able to review another 
successful year of the Association and the member’s endeavours on their plots throughout the
past year.

Growing Season
After 2012’s terribly damp weather when we were quite successful in cultivating moult and 
blight, the past growing season has not been too bad; a late start due to cold weather but the 
plots soon caught up and we had a good mix of rain and sunshine.
I think we can say that we had a good growing season with a good range of crops. I sure we all 
learn something every year about what we attempt to grow; whether not to try next year or 
modify practises to improve yield. On a personal note, I have finally decided not to overcrowd 
the tomatoes in the coming season as a small spot of blight one day can mean a loss of all the 
plants by the end of the week.
Again from personal observations it would appear that we were less plagued by white 
butterflies and whitefly this year.
Let us hope that the current weather will soon pass and allow us to get back to preparing the 
plots for the new season. One hopes that the powers that be do not consider this to be 
autumnal with a cold snap later to delay the start of the season again.

Weather
As mentioned above, the cold spring of 2013 delayed early crops and plantings but once 
warmer the plots were subject to average sun and rain. Possibly we could have done with 
some more sunny days but after the previous year’s experience we were lucky with what we 
had.
At the beginning of the season there was concerns that the plots were overly damp, even to 
the extent that the Barters successfully installed a drainage system under their plot. Plot 0 was 
also suffering but it proved to be a leak in the water supply provided by Bourn Hall. Once 
identified they fixed it promptly. Fortunately the leak was on their side of the meter.

Membership
Membership has remained static over the year. One of our waiters has now become a plot 
holder.

Plot Movements
At the beginning of the year, Graham Ritchie gave up his plot and at the same time Jill Lewis 
found that she did not have the time to manage a standard size plot. This set into motion a 
series of plot reallocations with the Russells moving to Plot 10 and Jill Lewis moving to Plot 0. 
This threw Plot 5 vacant which was taken up by Eric and Sun Henderson. Fortunately these 
changes occurred at the beginning of the growing season and everybody was able to make full 
use of their new plots.



More recently with her husband’s illness, Jill has decided to give up her plot which will now be 
taken on by Mel Yeneralski. I believe all members would like to wish with me that Paul makes a
good recovery soon and that we will see him and Jill back up the Site in the coming year.

New Plots
I wish I could say that the acquisition of a new site for additional plots for our members on the 
waiting list was going smoothly but it is not. A couple of potential sites have been identified 
but it is a slow process working with the Parish and District Councils and potential landlords. It 
is hoped that the leads that we are currently pursuing become successful over the coming 
year. I’m sure if we can attract new members with vacant plots our membership should grow 
more rapidly.

Social Events
As in previous years social events were held in the summer and in the week after Christmas. I 
would not say that we had a full social calendar; I’m still waiting for our membership to 
increase sufficiently so we can have an Annual Dinner & Dance, but as we spend quite a bit of 
time socializing whenever we go to our allotments I do not think that this matters.
Thanks should go to those members that arrange and provide refreshments for when we 
socialized more formally.

Garden Club Visit
We were pleased to welcome the Garden Club again this year. Though late in the growing 
season we were able to put on a good display and again offer boxes of abundant produce as 
raffle prizes.
Due to the late date, the evening closed in earlier than we would have liked even though the 
weather held off. This coming year we have arranged that the Garden Club’s visit will be on 10 
July when we should be able to demonstrate our plots in full production and make a longer 
evening of it.
Thanks should go to those members that assisted in providing refreshments which are always 
appreciated by our guests.
Plot holders should also be thanked for removing all stray weeds from their plots before the 
evening – a good excuse to tidy a neglected corner.

Bourn School Liaison
We have worked well with Bourn School to help them with their own vegetable growing 
projects, including constructing (and then relocating) their greenhouse.
Verity Risby and Pip Brooks organised several very successful visits by some of the school 
children in the summer. I think the children enjoyed the opportunity to see fruits and 
vegetables not in plastic bags. I was somewhat surprised at the range of knowledge of the 
children with some being able to identify most of the plants whilst others offered some 
surprising responses. I think we all learnt something and hopefully we should be able to repeat
the exercise in the coming year.

Working Parties
With the establishment of the site there is still a necessity for working parties, though it has to 



be said that usually it is the same group of people every time . This year this work has included
wood sorting at the western end and the repair of the Eastern boundary fence.
At this point I should thank Sarah Jaggers for a large quantity of raw horse manure which a 
working party shifted from The Drift to a new dedicated compost bin on the site. We are 
hoping to be able  use the compost on our plots this year.

Safety
It is the Committee’s responsibility to ensure that the site is safe, not only for plotholders, but 
also our visitors throughout the year. This year the Committee has agreed that any new 
structures on the site should not include glass.
As I have mentioned previously the visit of the children from Bourn School in the summer 
meant that an extra effort to check the safety of the site was required. This work was carried 
out thoroughly by Len Campbell with clear warning notices and upturned plant pots on many 
pointed canes and sticks.
Once the site has become less waterlogged, work will continue to level the grass paths at the 
bottom of the site as at the moment it is slippery and dangerous.
The Committee has also agreed that efforts should be made to reduce and eventually 
eliminate the use of slug pellets; using alternative deterrents to reduce slugs and snails more 
safely.

Committee
As you will note in the agenda, there will be some changes to your Committee for the coming 
year. Jill Lewis has resigned as a Committee member and I’m sure we would all like to thank 
her for her work over the years since our first meeting to discuss the possibility of allotments 
in 2010. Jenni Connell has also resigned as she proposes to grow vegetables in her own garden

The Future
We are now an established Association with established allotments but with an increase in the
popularity of grow your own  fresh vegetables and fruit we should not sit back but help others 
by being able to offer allotment plots where they can see how satisfying  it can be to produce 
ones own fresh produce. Let us hope in the coming year we will be able to achieve this.
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